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Editor’s Ramblings
By Dave
Welcome to a special HMAC Float
Plane edition.
By now you would have received
the May newsletter and if by chance you have already perused the pages
you would have noticed that Gordon’s Float Plane article on page 22
was devoid of any photos.
Brian Holden I was told did take some photos but unfortunately Brian
was on holiday at the time the deadline for copy had been and gone.
Not to worry and thank you Brian for sending the photos through to me.
Gordon’s article is re-printed in full with how it would have been
presented in the newsletter.
Happy reading
Dave
__________________________________________________________
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Float planes 24th. April
Gordon
The first float plane event for 2022 was held at Lake Puketirini (Weavers)
Huntly. While everyone was hoping for a good day the weather gods
decided, NO, we will have good weather for weeks and then turn it to
rubbish for the one day of your event.....gee thanks!!

Lake Puketirini looking
more like the Cook
Strait

However a good few turned up, got Phil’s rescue boat into the water and
flying commenced.
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The first hour and a half was quite good but then the wind picked along
with the odd rain squall so proceedings ground to a halt late morning.
Some good flights were made prior to the weather imploding so all was
not lost.
Our two intrepid visitors from New Plymouth, Keith & Ross turned up
with Keith having several unsuccessful attempts with some different
planes, better luck next time! One of his models, when floating back to
shore got trapped under the jetty and was getting beaten up on the top
surface by the wave action pushing it up into the base of the boardwalk!
Nature always seems to find a way to damage our pride & joys!

Keith and Ross from New
Plymouth wishing they’d
Stayed home
Malcolm’s plane
ready for the off
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Malcolm Foster (ex. HMAC member) from Thames turned up and
showed us how it can be done with a couple of “home brew” electric
planes which flew beautifully in the adverse conditions. Just goes to
prove that lightweight planes are able to be flown in strong winds as
good as heavier stuff!

Malcolm displays another of
his quirky electric float planes
Genuine works of art…truly.

Lyle & I got in several good flights until conditions deteriorated. I
pushed for one too many resulting in a smack into the water on takeoff
resulting in a buggered wing...never mind, will make another wing, this
will be no. 4 for that aircraft in about 18 years! At least it still has the
original rudder....everything else has been replaced at least once!
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Gordon….

…………. Ready

………….Set

....Splash
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It was very nice to see Mike O’Grady able to be bought out for a short
visit to have a catch up with some old mates, loved seeing you there
Mike.
As conditions had turned to s**t (sorry rubbish) we then knocked off
and went home to “regroup”.

What happened
mister?
Go away !!!
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Next floatplane day will be on June 19th. at Lake Kainui (D) Lake Road,
Horsham Downs. Put in your order now for some better weather!

Remember Folks
Next Flight Lines June 2022
June Newsletter deadline – Wednesday 1 June 2022

For further up to date event info please visit:
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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